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A complete menu of Taste Budd's Cafe from RED HOOK covering all 20 dishes and drinks can be found here
on the food list. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the

website. What User likes about Taste Budd's Cafe:
order for 2 ice creams, a vegan, one with sweeteners. both saw and tasted exactly the same and had neither

sweeteners. it feels like they've whispered this order. the vegan bar tastes like a skorn, cut in right corner. edit: I
gave feedback about the online order app, the owner came back within minutes to thank me for bringing this to

their attention and saying that my concerns were valid and that when I come back, I... read more. When the
weather is good you can also eat outside, and there is free WLAN. What User doesn't like about Taste Budd's

Cafe:
This vegetarian restaurant was the only place open after 6pm (C'mon Morgan's Next time I'm here l will time it so
that I eat somewhere else. The staff seemed pretty clueless. I asked what was vegan, and the guy at the counter

didnt know what on the menu was vegan. He was very confused. I asked for my meal to be served with vegan
mayo (which the website said they kept in stock) but they just omitted. read more. The Taste Budd's Cafe from
RED HOOK serves meals that you can find all over Europe, and you have the opportunity to try scrumptious
American menus like Burger or Barbecue. If you decide to come for breakfast, you are offered a tasty brunch,

there are also delectable vegetarian meals in the menu.
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Sandwiche�
THE VEGGIE

Wrap�
VEGGIE WRAP

Desser�
CHOCOLATE CHIP COOKIES

Cookie�
CHOCOLATE CHIP

Sweet� & Ic�
COOKIES

M�Caf�® Coffee�
ICED COFFEE

Has� Brown� an� Side�
OATMEAL

Coffe�
CAPPUCCINO

COFFEE
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BAR

VEGAN

AMERICAN
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Opening Hours:
Monday 07:00-19:00
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Wednesday 07:00-19:00
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